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q1 Choose the correct alternative from those given below each question
1)Out ofthe following equations which one is hotquadratic equation
Al x2 +4v=11ay2 B)x'?= 4xr r C)5x, = s0 D)2x-x2=x2 15

2) Which of the following equation has roots 3,5

Alx'z-i.sx+8=0 B)x'z- 8x+ 15 = 0 C)x'z+3x+5=0 D) x2 + 8x- 15 =o
3) lf As.0, then nature of roots is

f) Real and equat f) Realand unequal C) trrational D) Rational

4rd=3,F=7 The required quadratic equation is

9l x'z-7ox + 27 = o B) x'?+ 10x-21 = 0 C) m2 +5m +8 = 0 D)x'?+10x+21=o

Q 2 Solve any 3

1) Find kif x=3isarootofequationkx,-10x+3=0
2) Fihd the quadratic equation whose roots are 3, 10
3) Solve: x2+ 15x+54=O
4) Find the value of discriminant for 2 x2-5x + 10 = O

Q 3 Solve any 2

L) Fill in the blanks
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2)Solve by formula method x, + 6x +5 =o

3) lf x = 5 is a root of quadratic equati
following activjty 

on kx'- 14 x - 5 =0 then find

Onerootof equation kx2_14x_5=0is .,..,..,,K( .... )'- ra(....) - s = o
25k - 70-s=0
2sk - (.....) =o

25k = .....
K =7s/2s

q 4 Solve any 1

Pratik travels by boat 36 km downstream and back in 8 hours,12 km / h, Find the speed ofthe water current.
lf q,p are roots of x'+ sx -1 = 

g thsn flnd a, + B, an6 6f + p3

value of k by completing th€
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